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Metabolic modeling of muscle metabolism
identifies key reactions linked to insulin
resistance phenotypes
Christopher Nogiec 1, Alison Burkart 2, Jonathan M. Dreyfuss 3, Carles Lerin 4,7, Simon Kasif 5,6,8,
Mary-Elizabeth Patti 2,*,8
ABSTRACT

Objective: Dysregulated muscle metabolism is a cardinal feature of human insulin resistance (IR) and associated diseases, including type 2
diabetes (T2D). However, specific reactions contributing to abnormal energetics and metabolic inflexibility in IR are unknown.
Methods: We utilize flux balance computational modeling to develop the first systems-level analysis of IR metabolism in fasted and fed states,
and varying nutrient conditions. We systematically perturb the metabolic network to identify reactions that reproduce key features of IR-linked
metabolism.
Results: While reduced glucose uptake is a major hallmark of IR, model-based reductions in either extracellular glucose availability or uptake do
not alter metabolic flexibility, and thus are not sufficient to fully recapitulate IR-linked metabolism. Moreover, experimentally-reduced flux through
single reactions does not reproduce key features of IR-linked metabolism. However, dual knockdowns of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), in
combination with reduced lipid uptake or lipid/amino acid oxidation (ETFDH), does reduce ATP synthesis, TCA cycle flux, and metabolic flexibility.
Experimental validation demonstrates robust impact of dual knockdowns in PDH/ETFDH on cellular energetics and TCA cycle flux in cultured
myocytes. Parallel analysis of transcriptomic and metabolomics data in humans with IR and T2D demonstrates downregulation of PDH subunits
and upregulation of its inhibitory kinase PDK4, both of which would be predicted to decrease PDH flux, concordant with the model.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that complex interactions between multiple biochemical reactions contribute to metabolic perturbations
observed in human IR, and that the PDH complex plays a key role in these metabolic phenotypes.

� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Insulin resistance (IR), or reduced responsiveness to insulin, is a key
feature of aging, cardiovascular disease, obesity, type 2 diabetes
(T2D), lipid disorders, some cancers, and other components of the
metabolic syndrome. IR contributes to the pathophysiology of each of
these increasingly prevalent disorders, being present years before
disease onset and predicting disease development decades later [1,2].
Although IR occurs in many tissues, skeletal muscle is a key tissue,
being responsible for over 80% of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake
[3].
Both whole-body and muscle IR are typically defined by its effects on
tissue glucose uptake. However, muscle IR is also intimately linked to
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altered energy metabolism, including (i) reduced ATP and creatine
phosphate (Cr-P) synthesis at rest [4] and in response to insulin [5] and
exercise [6]; (ii) reduced tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle activity [7,8]; and
(iii) reduced ability to toggle between fatty acid and carbohydrate
metabolism (termed “metabolic inflexibility”) in the fasting-to-fed
transition [9]. Transcriptome analysis demonstrates only modest
dysregulation of mitochondrial regulatory genes in IR and T2D [10e
14], suggesting that regulation is likely achieved at a post-
transcriptional level. However, the specific metabolic reactions
responsible for driving these metabolic defects related to IR remain
unknown. Moreover, it is not known which reactions could be targeted
to improve insulin sensitivity and metabolic wellness. Given the
complexity and redundancy of metabolism, and the interactions
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between genetic and environmental risk factors which contribute to
metabolic defects in IR, it is difficult to address these key questions
experimentally.
To approach this important challenge, we have utilized an integrative
approach, using flux balance analysis (FBA) computational modeling
[15,16], together with experimental validation. FBA is a constraint-
based approach which has been used successfully to study both
bacterial and human metabolism by modeling relationships between
input and output fluxes through biochemical reactions in metabolic
networks under different conditions and objectives [16e30]. We now
apply FBA to the study of muscle metabolism, the fasted to fed tran-
sition, and the impact of increased substrate availability (as in IR
conditions). Furthermore, we systematically perturb the metabolic
network by performing unbiased in silico knockdowns of each of the
model’s 388 reactions in order to identify those perturbations which
yield IR-associated metabolic phenotypes.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Model development
We utilized our muscle flux balance model [29], a model which built
upon the prior work of Ramakrishna et al. [31] with the addition of
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critical muscle-specific components of metabolism, including amino
acid metabolism, protein synthesis, fatty acid oxidation, and pentose
phosphate metabolism (Figure 1). To more fully study metabolism
associated with insulin resistance, we updated the model and
expanded the fatty acid synthesis reactions, as detailed in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The model was optimized in
MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) using the open-source GLPK solver
with default settings. The objective function was set to maximize flux
through ATP, Cr-P, TAG, and glycogen storage with the sum of
ATP þ Cr-P weighted twice that of the other molecules, as detailed in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The model is provided in
SBML format (Supplemental File Muscle Model.zip).
To simulate metabolic transitions between fasting and fed conditions,
lipid oxidation (CPT1) and glucose uptake were reciprocally modulated.
CPT1 activity was limited stepwise from a maximum of 100% (fasted)
to minimum of 0% (fed), while glucose uptake was modeled in two
distinct components: basal (GUbas; constant 5%) and modifiable
(GUmod; limited stepwise from 0% to 100% of plasma concentration).
Three metabolic states were defined in particular: fasted (90% CPT1,
10% GUmod), mixed (50% CPT1, 50% GUmod), and fed (10% CPT1,
90% GUmod). Since the obesity/diabetes metabolic milieu is charac-
terized by increased plasma levels of nutrient substrates, which may
trate Input (Table S1) 
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Figure 2: Modeling muscle metabolism under normal nutrient conditions: (A) Simulation of fasting-to-fed transition by modulation of flux through carnitine palmitoyl-
transferase 1 (CPT1) and a modifiable component of glucose uptake (GUmod) at discrete percentages of maximal flux through CPT1 and GUmod. (B) Fluxes for ATP þ Cr-P,
glycogen storage, and TAG storage. (C) Cumulative TCA flux increases across the fasted to fed spectrum. (D) Respiratory quotient (RQ) across the fasted to fed spectrum.
themselves alter flux, we also tested the impact of 2-fold increases in
glucose (Gluc) and fatty acid (FA) availability (designated as 2XGluc and
2XFA), both independently and in combination.

2.2. Modeling IR phenotypes and the impact of In silico
knockdowns
We defined IR metabolism using three distinct phenotypes derived
from studies of IR humans: (1) reduced ATP þ Cr-P production [4e6],
(2) reduced TCA cycle flux [7,8], and (3) reduced metabolic flexibility
[9]. These IR phenotypes were defined mathematically, as described in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
To identify metabolic reactions which could recapitulate these pre-
defined metabolic features of IR, we performed systematic in silico
knockdowns (KDs) of each reaction in the model by constraining the
flux for each reaction to 50% of its normal, optimal value for each of
the three defined states (fasted, mixed, and fed). With this additional
constraint, the model was re-optimized to obtain another set of fluxes
(Figure 3A), and fluxes and IR phenotype scores were compared to the
control (no knockdown).
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2.3. Pathway analysis
Each of the 388 model reactions were assigned to KEGG pathway(s)
(using EC number if available) or manually curated pathways
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The 47 pathways are
delineated in Supplemental File All KDs-fluxes, scores, and p-val-
ues.xls, pathways tab. For each pathway and phenotype, we counted
the number of knockdowns of reactions within the pathway that
caused a phenotype change, and assessed enrichment using Fisher’s
exact test to determine whether the ratio (number of KD affecting
phenotype per pathway divided by the total number of KD affecting
phenotype) differed statistically from the expected ratio (number of
reactions in pathway/total number of reactions). Benjamini-Hochberg
method was used to calculate false discovery rate (FDR).

2.4. Primary cell preparation, transfection, and validation studies
Experimental protocols are described in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures. In brief, myocytes were isolated from 4-week-old wild
type or PDK2/4-KO mice [32] by digesting leg muscles with 2.4 U/mL
dispase and 1% collagenase. Myoblasts were fed daily with F10 with
en access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 153
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Figure 3: Combined knockdowns can induce metabolic phenotypes associated with insulin resistance. (A) Workflow for in silico knockdown experiments. (B) ATP þ Cr-P
storage, (C) TCA cycle flux, and (D) respiratory quotient (RQ) under control conditions and in response to single or combined knockdowns.

Original article
20% FBS and 2.5 ng/mL basic FGF. Scrambled or ETFDH-specific
siRNA were transfected using HiPerFect (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
Knockdown efficacy was analyzed at 72 h by qRT-PCR and western
blotting. ATP content was measured using CellTiter-Glo luminescent
assay (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA), normalized to protein. CS activity
was measured using CS0720 kit (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA),
normalized to protein. Metabolic flexibility was assessed using a
Seahorse XF24 Flux Analyzer. Cells were treated overnight with 250
uM palmitate/BSA, prior to incubation for 1 h in KRB buffer with
5.5 mM glucose and 250 uM palmitate/BSA. OCR and ECAR were
measured prior to and after addition of 5.5 mM glucose; data were
normalized to DNA content. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed
Student’s t-test, with p < 0.05 as threshold.
154 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 4 (2015) 151e163 � 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. Thi
Gene expression was assessed in human muscle biopsy samples from
a cohort of 52 metabolically characterized individuals obtained in the
fasting state using Affymetrix HG-U133 2.0 Plus microarrays as pre-
viously described [33]. Data were normalized using the MAS5.0 al-
gorithm and are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO,
GSE25462). Significance of expression differences between groups
was assessed in log-transformed data using a moderated t-test with
the limma package in R software [34], and association with insulin
sensitivity (log SI) was tested using Pearson correlation. Both tests
were one-tailed (predicted downregulation for PDH and ETF complex
genes, upregulation for PDKs). Untargeted metabolomic analysis was
performed in the same biopsy samples using multi-platform mass
spectroscopy, as described (Metabolon, Durham, NC) [35]. The
s is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 1 e A. Major qualitative changes induced by increased glucose and
fatty acid substrate availability (1xFA ¼ 0.3838 mmol/L;
1xGluc ¼ 5.0 mmol/L). B. Top KDs causing reduced metabolic flexibility in
basal nutrient condition (1xFA-1xGluc). For metabolic flexibility, data
indicate cumulative difference in RQ (Eq. 8 in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). For each KD, data indicate ratio of KD compared to control
(Eq. 6 and 7 in Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Condition Major qualitative changes compared
to 1xFA-1xGluc

A.
2� glucose Increased:

� Glycolytic fluxes
� Glycogen storage
� TAG storage

2� fatty acid Increased:
� TCA
� OXPHOS
� Glycogen storage
� TAG storage

2� fatty acid-2� glucose Increased:
� Glycolytic fluxes
� TCA
� OXPHOS
� Glycogen storage
� TAG storage

KD Reaction EC
Number

Met.
Flex

ATP þ Cr-P
Production

Cumulative TCA Flux

D RQ Fasted Mixed Fed Fasted Mixed Fed

B.
PDH 1.2.4.1 0.09 0.94 0.78 0.80 0.93 0.77 0.73
FAT-CD36 n/a 0.03 0.75 0.92 1.00 0.74 0.91 1.00
PalTK 6.2.1.3 0.03 0.75 0.92 1.00 0.74 0.91 1.00
ASTM 2.6.1.1 0.01 0.96 0.73 0.68 0.97 0.91 0.64
ASTC n/a 0.01 0.95 0.73 0.68 0.96 0.72 0.64
GlueAsp Ex n/a 0.01 0.96 0.73 0.68 0.97 0.72 0.64
association of pyruvate with log SI was tested using Spearman
correlation.

3. RESULTS

3.1. The model captures fasted to fed transitions
We simulated dynamic shifts across the fasting-fed transition by
modulating fatty acid and glucose uptake (Figure 2A). Specifically, we
constrained CPT1 (the rate-limiting step of mitochondrial fatty acid
uptake), assigning maximal activity in fasting, with progressive step-
wise reductions toward the fed spectrum. For glucose uptake, we
assigned both a constant basal component (5% of plasma glucose
concentration, Table S1) and a modifiable component that increased
progressively from fasted to fed states (Figure 2A). In each state, the
model allows free uptake of fatty acids and amino acids up to con-
centrations in fasting human plasma (Table S1) [36,37].
We next examined flux through key reactions across the fasting-fed
spectrum to confirm that our model mirrored expected metabolic
profiles. ATP þ Cr-P production increases to maximum in the mixed/
fed states, with excess energy stored as glycogen and triglycerides
(Figure 2B). Similarly, TCA cycle cumulative flux increases from fasting
to fed states (Figure 2C). Other changes in flux across the fasted to fed
transition are visualized in Figure S1. As expected, glycolytic flux in-
creases in the fed state, concurrent with increased glucose availability,
while amino acid uptake and oxidation remain constant (Figure S2C/D).
As expected, respiratory quotient (RQ) increases across the fasted to
fed transition, reflecting increased reliance on glucose-derived sub-
strate oxidation (Figure 2D).

3.2. Impact of increased nutrient availability on metabolic fluxes
The obesity/diabetes metabolic milieu is characterized by increased
plasma levels of nutrient substrates, which may themselves alter flux.
We tested the impact of 2-fold increases in glucose and fatty acid
availability (2XGluc, 2XFA), both independently and in combination
(Table 1A, Figure S1). As expected, nutrient excess conditions increased
ATP þ Cr-P production and TCA flux during the fasted to fed transition
(Figure S1A/B), paralleling oxygen consumption and OXPHOS flux
(Figure S1D/E). Increased glucose availability (2xGluc) results in
increased flux through glycolysis, glycogen storage, and TAG storage,
and shifts the RQ curve leftward (Figure S1C), indicating increased
glucose oxidation even in the fasting spectrum. Similarly, increased fatty
acid availability (2XFA) increased flux through TCA, OXPHOS, glycogen
storage, and TAG storage (Figure S1B/E/G/I) and decreased RQ
(Figure S1C), reflecting increased lipid oxidation. With increased avail-
ability of both glucose and fatty acids (2XGluc/2XFA), effects of increased
glucose predominate (Table 1A), with increased flux through glycolysis,
glycogen storage, and TAG storage, even in fasting conditions.

3.3. Reduction in glucose uptake does not alter metabolic flexibility
Since reduced glucose uptake is a cardinal feature of IR, we askedwhether
experimental reduction in cellular glucose uptake could contribute to
metabolic phenotypes associated with IR. While a 50% reduction in the
modifiable glucose uptake reduced ATPþ Cr-P, cumulative TCA flux, and
other glucose-dependent pathways as expected (Figure S1), it did not
modify RQ substantially at any point along the fasting-fed spectrum, and
thus did not alter metabolic flexibility (Figure S1C).

3.4. Identification of network perturbations resulting in IR
metabolism
Given that neither nutrient excess nor reduced glucose uptake fully
mimicked IR metabolism, we aimed to identify reactions and pathways
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 4 (2015) 151e163 � 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an op
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which could confer these metabolic phenotypes by systematically per-
turbing flux in each of the network reactions. We performed in silico
knockdowns (KD), defined as a 50% reduction in the normal (control) flux
for each nutrient condition and state (Figure 3A), and examined the impact
of each knockdown on three predefinedmetabolic endpoints: ATPþ Cr-P
production, TCA flux, and the change in RQ from fasting to fed conditions.
In the basal nutrient condition (1xFA-1xGluc), KDs in 34 reactions in
fasted state, 30 in mixed state, and 26 in fed state significantly
reduced ATPþ Cr-P production (KD/control<1, p� 0.05, Table S2A).
Top-ranking reactions included all OXPHOS complexes, cytosol-
mitochondrial NADH shuttles, and TCA cycle. KDs in lipid and
branched chain amino acid oxidation reduced ATP þ Cr-P production
in fasting and mixed, but not fed states, consistent with the more
important role for these substrates during fasting. KDs that reduced
cumulative TCA cycle flux (KD/control <1, p � 0.05) almost
completely overlapped those influencing ATP þ Cr-P (Table S2B).
We assessed metabolic flexibility by assessing RQ patterns in the fasted
and fed states; values indicating reduced RQ change in the fasting-fed
transition were considered to reflect the metabolic inflexibility charac-
teristic of IR, with significance determined by comparison to the distri-
bution of RQ changes (details, section 2). KD of only one reaction,
pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) significantly reduced metabolic flexibility
(Table S2C). KD of fatty acid transport (e.g., Ex_pal; FAT-CD36), long-
chain acyl-CoA synthase (ACSL), glutamate-aspartate mitochondrial
exchange (GLAST), and both cytosolic and mitochondrial aspartate
transaminase (AST) also reducedmetabolic flexibility scores (Table S2C).
Given that reduced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is a hallmark of
IR, we also asked whether knockdowns of any reaction could reduce
en access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 155
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glucose uptake. Interestingly, knockdowns in hexokinase, glycerol-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase, and phosphoglycerokinase each reduced
glucose uptake, in a pattern similar to reducing modifiable glucose
uptake (described above in Section 3.3).
Under conditions of increased glucose and fatty acid availability (2xFA-
2xGluc), we observed that objective functions of the model can be
achieved more readily (even in the fasting state), and fewer KDs had
significant effects on energy production. Significant reductions in
ATP þ Cr-P production were observed with 31 KDs in fasting, 18 in
mixed, and 17 in fed state (Table S2D), with similar patterns for TCA flux
(Table S2E). Once again, only KD in PDH yielded significant alterations in
metabolic flexibility, with similar trends for FAT and ACSL (Tables S2F/
G). Results for individual nutrient excess conditions are provided in
Supplemental File All KDs-fluxes, scores, and p-values.xls.

3.5. Pathway analysis
To determine whether knockdowns within specific metabolic pathways
were more likely to yield metabolic phenotypes linked to IR, we per-
formed a statistical pathway-based analysis (Supplemental File All
KDs-fluxes, scores, and p-values.xls, pathways tab), and ranked
pathways using Fisher’s exact test (with FDR correction). Under control
nutrient conditions, three pathways were significantly enriched for
number of reactions for which KD caused a reduction in ATP þ Cr-P
production (Q < 0.25) in the fasting and mixed states: BCAA, buta-
noate, and lysine metabolism (Table S3A/D). Similarly, 7 pathways
were significantly enriched for reducing TCA flux: BCAA, butanoate,
lysine, propanoate, tryptophan, FAD metabolism, and TCA cycle itself
(Table S3B/D). Only three pathways were enriched for reductions in
metabolic flexibility: glycerophospholipid metabolism, lysine meta-
bolism, and NADH shuttle (Table S3C/D).
With increased glucose and fatty acid availability (2xFA-2xGluc), the
dominant energy-producing pathways were significantly enriched for
affecting ATP þ Cr-P production (e.g., OXPHOS, TCA, glycolysis, fatty
acid metabolism, NADH shuttles), while the BCAA pathway was no
longer enriched (Table S3E/H). Increased nutrient availability also
reduced the number of pathways significantly enriched for reduced
TCA flux (Table S3F/H): glycerophospholipid, glycolysis, lysine,
OXPHOS, and NADH shuttle. The only pathway enriched (nominal
p < 0.05) for reduced metabolic flexibility with increased glucose and
fatty acid availability was glycerophospholipid metabolism; this did not
remain significant after adjustment (Q ¼ 0.73) (Table S3G/H).

3.6. Multiple simultaneous knockdowns are required to
recapitulate IR metabolic phenotypes
Our results indicate that reduced flux in any single reaction cannot
produce all three metabolic phenotypes associated with IR in all
conditions, a likely result of the extensive redundancy in cellular
metabolism. Thus, we asked whether simultaneous KDs in more than
one reaction could more readily induce IR-related phenotypes. We
performed KD of each of the top three reactions causing decreased
metabolic flexibility (PDH, FAT, AST), and then systematically per-
formed a simultaneous knockdown of all other reactions. Only two
knockdown pairs, either PDH and electron-transferring-flavoprotein
dehydrogenase (ETFDH), or PDH and FAT, reduced ATP þ Cr-P pro-
duction, cumulative TCA flux, and metabolic flexibility (Figure 3BeD,
open shapes). While the PDH&ETFDH and PDH&FAT double KDs both
led to the IR-related phenotype in the basal nutrient state, the
PDH&ETFDH double KD was the only combination which yielded all
three IR-related phenotypes in all four nutrient conditions (Table S4).
Interestingly, reduced flux through PDH&ETFDH or PDH&FAT also
modulated glucose, lipid, and amino acid metabolism, yielding
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phenotypes commonly observed in IR humans. These included
decreased PDH activity and increased non-oxidized pyruvate (lactate)
production (Figure 4A and B), most striking with the PDH&ETFDH
combination. Although these combined KD did not alter modifiable
glucose uptake (Figure S2A), glycogen storage was reduced [38]
(Figure 4C). Strikingly, double KDs in PDH&ETFDH or PDH&FAT
reduced complete fatty acid oxidation (Figure 4D) and increased
release of short-chain fatty acids (Figure 4E), suggesting incomplete
fatty acid oxidation [39]. Combined KD also reduced FA uptake
(Figure S2B) and TAG storage (Figure 4F and S2E-H). ETFDH knock-
down reduced both amino acid uptake and BCAA and lysine oxidation
(Figure S2C/D). Knockdown of PDH alone, or together with FAT,
increased amino acid uptake in the fed spectrum, potentially allowing
maintenance of cellular energetics when lipid supplies are limited
(Figure S2C). Thus, perturbations in flux identified by the model yielded
many robust metabolic phenotypes associated with IR (Figure 7).

3.7. Biological validation of in silico results in cultured mouse
myocytes
To determine if alterations in flux through the enzymes identified in our
in silico analysis would also recapitulate IR metabolic phenotypes
in vivo, we analyzed the impact of modulating candidate enzymes in
mouse muscle cells. We isolated primary myoblasts derived from mice
in which PDH flux was modulated by dual genetic ablation of the PDH
inhibitors pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 2 and 4 (PDK2/4). PDKs are
important regulators of PDH, deactivating PDH via phosphorylation
[40]. Without PDK’s inhibitory effect, PDH phosphorylation and flux are
increased, as compared to WT (Figure 5A); thus, comparison of PDK2/
4-KO and WT cells permits analysis of the metabolic impact of relative
reductions in PDH activity. We then superimposed siRNA-mediated KD
of ETFDH in PDK2/4-KO and WT cells to examine the impact of
decreased activity of both candidate enzymes, independently and in
combination. We confirmed decreased mRNA expression of PDK2/4
and ETFDH by qRT-PCR (Figure 5B). Western blots demonstrated
reduced PDH phosphorylation in PDK2/4-KO cells and reduced ETFDH
protein in ETFDH siRNA-treated cells (Figure 5C).
Consistent with model predictions, cells with lower PDH activity (WT) had
significantly lower ATP content (Figure 5D). Myoblasts with decreased
PDH and ETFDH activity had decreased activity of citrate synthase, a key
TCA cycle enzyme (Figure 5E). To determine the impact of experimental
manipulation of PDH and ETFDH on metabolic flexibility, we assessed
cellular substrate utilization and responses to nutrient modulation. Spe-
cifically, we measured extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), a proxy for
glycolytic glucose metabolism, and oxygen consumption rate (OCR), a
measure of aerobic respiration; we determined the ECAR/OCR ratio as a
surrogate for relative glycolytic/oxidative substrate utilization. In fasted
conditions, lipid substrate utilization dominates, with more oxygen con-
sumption and less glycolysis, yielding a lower ECAR/OCR ratio. By
contrast, in the fed state, higher ECAR/OCR ratio is consistent with pre-
dominant glucose utilization. Cells were incubated with palmitate (pro-
moting lipid oxidation) and then acutely treated with glucose to provoke a
switch from lipid to carbohydrate metabolism. As expected, glucose
increased ECAR/OCR ratio, consistent with shift to glycolytic metabolism
(Figure 5F). Consistent with model predictions, cells with lower PDH flux
displayed a reduced shift to glycolytic metabolism (decreased slope of
ECAR/OCR change) upon addition of glucose (Figure 5F).

3.8. Human data also demonstrate perturbation at the PDH
complex
To determine whether perturbation in subunits of the PDH and ETFDH
complexes could also be observed in humans with IR metabolism, we
s is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 4: Double knockdowns (PDH/ETFDH or PDH/FAT) also alter additional parameters of carbohydrate and fatty acid metabolism, including (A) PDH activity, (B)
reduced non-oxidized pyruvate, (C) reduced glycogen storage, (D) reduced complete fatty acid oxidation, (E) increased release of short-chain acylcarnitines, and (F) TAG storage.
assessed gene expression in muscle biopsies from patients with T2D
as compared with healthy controls. One of 2 probesets for ETFB was
reduced by 69% (p ¼ 0.04). Strikingly, 5 of 7 probesets for PDH were
significantly downregulated in T2D by 21e30% (Table S5); data for
one probeset for PDHB is shown in Figure 6A (p ¼ 0.009). Expression
of PDHB also correlated with insulin sensitivity (Figure 6B, p ¼ 0.026).
Recent studies have underscored the importance of inhibitory regu-
lation of PDH by PDH kinases (PDK), particularly the muscle-dominant
PDK4 [41,42]. PDK4 is upregulated in diet-induced IR, and PDK4
deficiency improves glucose tolerance in mice [41]. Thus, we exam-
ined expression of PDKs in human muscle (Table S5). PDK4 was
significantly upregulated in T2D, with 3 of 3 probesets revealing in-
creases of 2.7e4-fold (Figure 6C). Importantly, PDK4 expression was
also increased by 1.5e2.3 fold in individuals with isolated IR (p< 0.05
for 2 of 3 probesets, Figure 6C, middle bars) and was correlated
inversely with insulin sensitivity in 3 of 3 probesets (Figure 6D,
p � 0.05 for all). Metabolomic analysis of muscle samples also
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 4 (2015) 151e163 � 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an op
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demonstrated an inverse correlation between pyruvate levels and in-
sulin sensitivity (Spearman correlation coefficient �0.32, not shown).
Together, these data demonstrate that pyruvate dehydrogenase is a
key regulatory node disrupted in human IR and T2D, and may
contribute to defective energy metabolism and impaired metabolic
flexibility characteristic of human IR.

4. DISCUSSION

Muscle insulin resistance is associated with dysregulation in multiple
metabolic pathways. However, it remains unknown which specific
metabolic reactions are the most important contributors to these
phenotypes. We have approached this important question by devel-
oping a contextually novel in silico flux-based analysis model of IR
muscle metabolism. As with any modeling approach, FBA requires
several key assumptions [16]. Most importantly, FBA assumes that flux
across each metabolic reaction is modulated to achieve the defined
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Figure 5: Double knockdowns in myoblasts recapitulate the IR phenotypes predicted by in silico experiments. (A) Schematic of PDK2/4 regulation of PDH. (B) mRNA
expression by qRT-PCR analysis. (C) Western blot analysis of phosphorylated and total PDH and ETFDH protein expression. (D) Changes in ATP levels (normalized to protein). (E)
Changes in citrate synthase (CS) activity (normalized to protein). (F) Changes in ECAR/OCR values (normalized to DNA) under basal conditions (250 mM palmitate) and after addition
of 5.5 mM glucose, shown relative to the basal level. *p < 0.05.
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objectives of the entire system. We defined the objective function (goal)
of muscle as both energy production (ATP þ Cr-P) and storage
(glycogen, triglycerides) for subsequent contraction. In addition, FBA
modeling also assumes that a steady state can be achieved. While this
is typically achieved in vivo during prolonged fasting, we examined
steady-state fluxes at discrete points along the fasting-to-fed transi-
tion. To model the fasting state, characterized by increased fatty acid
utilization, we allow maximal flux through CPT1. Similarly, we relax the
constraint on modifiable glucose uptake to mimic increased glucose
uptake in the fed state. Thus, our model mirrors alterations in flux in
response to prevailing nutrient and metabolic conditions in vivo.
We first used our model to determine whether isolated increases in
availability of extracellular glucose and fatty acids, as seen in patients
with IR and T2D, would induce metabolic phenotypes associated with
IR. A two-fold increase in glucose availability increased flux through
glycolysis, glycogen storage, and TAG storage, while a two-fold in-
crease in fatty acid availability increased TCA cycle, OXPHOS, and
glycogen and TAG storage. With increases in both glucose and fatty
acids, glucose effects dominate, with increases in glycolytic fluxes
even in fasting states. The predominant effect of glucose is likely to
result from its higher extracellular concentration (2xGluc ¼ 10 mM) as
compared with fatty acids (2xFA ¼ 0.77 mM). Indeed, further in-
creases in FA availability (7.8x FA, or 3 mM, predicted to provide ATP
equivalent to 2xGluc) increase energy availability and shift toward lipid
metabolism (Figure S3). Thus, isolated increases in nutrient availability
do not reproduce the metabolic phenotypes associated with IR.
Whether IR could ultimately develop as a protective response to limit
nutrient overload in this setting remains an intriguing possibility [43].
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Given that insulin signaling results in increased glucose uptake into
muscle tissue, both whole-body and muscle IR are often defined and
quantified by reduced glucose uptake, an important endpoint for in-
sulin signaling. Such reductions in intracellular glucose availability
have been proposed to contribute to reduced glucose metabolism in
the insulin-stimulated (fed) state, a cardinal feature of metabolic
inflexibility. Surprisingly, we find that reduced glucose availability or
uptake does reduce ATP production (as expected), but does not alter
relative fuel metabolism (as indicated by RQ). Thus, these data suggest
that reduced glucose uptake is not sufficient to induce metabolic
inflexibility, and that some key metabolic features of IR can be
dissociated from glucose uptake.
We next performed in silico knockdown (KD) of each reaction within the
model, both singly and in combination, in order to identify reactions
and pathways which modulate IR-linked metabolic phenotypes. Not
surprisingly, ATP þ Cr-P production was sensitive to KDs within key
energy-transducing pathways (e.g., TCA, OXPHOS, and NADH shut-
tles). By contrast, reduced flux in lipid and branched chain amino acid
oxidation pathways only reduced ATP þ Cr-P production in the fasting
statedconsistent with the more important role for these nutrients as
energy sources when glucose is limited. KDs that reduced cumulative
TCA cycle flux were very similar to those reducing ATP production, a
finding likely related to the role for TCA and OXPHOS as the “final
common pathway” for energy production.
Conversely, relatively few KDs altered metabolic flexibility. Notably,
reductions in OXPHOS flux did not alter metabolic flexibility; thus,
isolated defects in OXPHOS are unlikely to be solely responsible for all
IR-linked metabolic phenotypes [44]. Interestingly, metabolic
s is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 6: Expression of PDHB and PDK4 are perturbed in human insulin resistance and T2D. (A) Expression of PDHB and (B) correlation with insulin sensitivity (log Si) in
muscle from humans with normal insulin sensitivity (IS), insulin resistance (IR), and T2D. (C) Expression of PDK4 and (D) correlation with insulin sensitivity in IS, IR, and T2D
humans (representative probesets). *p < 0.05.
inflexibility was induced by regulators of glucose oxidative metabolism
(PDH), lipid uptake and metabolism (CD36 and ACSL), aspartate
metabolism (AST), and glutamate-aspartate shuttles that transport
electrons into the mitochondrion for oxidative phosphorylation. Of
these, only knockdown of PDH also yielded significant reductions in
ATP production and TCA cycle flux in the basal state.
In general, cellular energy metabolism was less sensitive to experi-
mental knockdowns when glucose or fatty acid availability was
increased; by contrast, increased nutrient availability increased
sensitivity to metabolic inflexibility. However, no single knockdown
(even PDH) yielded all 3 IR metabolic phenotypes under all conditions
sampled. This is intuitive given that metabolic flux differs in each
nutrient condition, and redundancy could attenuate effects of a single
knockdown.
We thus hypothesized that altered flux at multiple key reactions would
be required to fully recapitulate the three metabolic phenotypes.
Consistent with this hypothesis, KD in PDH, when combined with either
electron-transferring-flavoprotein dehydrogenase (ETFDH) or FAT, did
reduce ATP þ Cr-P production, TCA flux, and metabolic flexibility
(Figure 7A). Combined knockdowns also yielded additional features of
IR metabolism, including reduced glycogen storage and fatty acid
oxidation. Combined knockdowns also increased short-chain fatty acid
release, suggesting incomplete fatty acid oxidation [39]. Knockdown of
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 4 (2015) 151e163 � 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an op
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ETFDH also had unique effects on amino acid metabolism, reducing
both uptake and metabolism of branched chain amino acids and lysine.
This is particularly notable since plasma levels of branched chain
amino acids are increased in IR [45,46], perhaps related to reduced
tissue BCAA metabolism [47].
We validated our in silico predictions in vivo using cultured myocytes
by modulating flux through PDH and ETFDH, singly and in combination,
using a combination of genetic ablation (of PDK2/4) and siRNA tar-
geting ETFDH. Lower PDH activity and ETFDH KD reduced ATP pro-
duction, reduced citrate synthase activity, and reduced metabolic
flexibility (approximated by change in ECAR/OCR in response to
glucose). Thus, altered flux through PDH and ETFDH can recapitulate
elements of IR-linked metabolism in vivo.
Our data highlight the central regulatory role for pyruvate dehydroge-
nase (PDH), a multi-enzyme complex that converts pyruvate to acetyl-
CoA. Activity of PDH is regulated by its coenzymes NADþ and CoA,
post-translational modifications (e.g., lysine acetylation [48], O-glyco-
sylation [49], glutathionylation [50], and PDH kinases/phosphatases).
Randle first proposed a key regulatory role for PDH in muscle; increased
ATP and NADH availability, as with excess lipid substrates, would inhibit
PDH, reducing glucose uptake and metabolism [51]. More recently,
cardiac mitochondrial network analysis predicted reduced PDH flux
under conditions of increased fatty acid uptake [19]. PDH activity is
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Figure 7: Schematic depiction of targeted knockdowns that model phenotypes of IR. (A) Knockdowns (KD; green) of fatty acid transporter (FAT), pyruvate dehydrogenase
(PDH), and electron transfer flavoprotein (ETFDH) recapitulated the metabolic phenotypes of IR (red), defined as reduced ATP þ P-Cr synthesis, TCA flux, and metabolic flexibility
(RQ). Additional metabolic alterations identified are depicted by orange arrows. (B) Model depicting the role of PDH and ETFDH in metabolic phenotypes associated with IR.
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reduced in IR humans [52] and in lipid-induced IR [53], and has been
linked with metabolic inflexibility in rodent cardiac muscle [54]. By
contrast, activation of PDH by PDK knockout [41], pharmacologic in-
hibition of PDH kinase [55], or exercise [56] improves glycemia. Inter-
estingly, constitutively increased PDH activity in chow-fed mice with
combined PDK2/4 knockout increases glucose oxidation, yet also in-
duces insulin resistance [57]. These data suggest that the PDH complex
may also contribute to adaptive responses to sustained increases in
glucose oxidation, including induction of insulin resistance. We now
demonstrate that expression of multiple PDH subunits is also reduced in
parallel with IR in humans with T2D, in parallel with increased
expression of the inhibitory kinase PDK4 in both T2D and in isolated IR.
Thus, multi-level dysregulation of PDH activation may further contribute
to metabolic defects associated with IR and T2D.
Electron transfer flavoprotein (ETF) accepts electrons from de-
hydrogenases in fatty acid, choline, and amino acid metabolism,
shuttling them via electron-transferring-flavoprotein dehydrogenase
(ETFDH) for ubiquinone reduction. Mutations in either of these enzymes
cause multiple acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency [58], an inherited
disorder causing impaired oxidation of amino acids and lipids and
increased plasma acylcarnitines [59]. Recent genome-wide
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association studies also link the ETFDH locus to plasma acylcarnitines
in healthy individuals [60]. Expression of ETFDH is downregulated in IR
mice [61] and humans [62], and upregulated by fatty acids and the
PPARg agonist rosiglitazone [63,64]. Thus, ETFDH plays a central role
in lipid and amino acid oxidation; our model now identifies this enzyme
complex as a candidate regulatory node that can interact with PDH to
potentiate IR-associated metabolic phenotypes.
Our model predicts that reductions in fatty acid transport flux also
augment effects of PDH. Reduced intracellular lipid substrate avail-
ability in this scenario would likely limit adaptive responses to maintain
normal energetics. This concept is supported by experimental data
indicating that reduced muscle fatty acid uptake (via CD36 or LPL)
reduces mitochondrial function [65]. Moreover, fatty acid transporters
(e.g., FATP1) can modulate PDH activity in myotubes [66]. In our
model, reductions in fatty acid transport also reduce triglyceride
storage. This can be seen either with direct FAT knockdown or with
knockdowns that reduce fatty acid utilization. While such responses
are logical in the context of the model, where lipid supply can be
appropriately modulated, in vivo IR is accompanied by increased tri-
glyceride storage, potentially due to excessive and sustained fatty acid
supply with unrestrained adipose lipolysis in obesity.
s is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Our model also demonstrates the utility of novel systems biology ap-
proaches for studying metabolic disease. While incremental im-
provements are possible to improve our analysis, significant advances
in both methodological and experimental methods (e.g. integration of
insulin signaling pathways) are needed to take full advantage of
metabolic models for the study of diabetes and related disorders.
Nevertheless, our first-in-kind application of metabolic networks to
model dysregulated metabolism linked to insulin resistance appears to
be a promising approach to identify key reactions which may
contribute to disease risk. The next major step in this high-risk but
high-reward discipline will include development within a genome-
scale modeling framework with incorporation of multieomics data,
hormonal responses, and signaling into the analysis [20,67,68]. Future
metabolic network modeling may be used to predict the impact of
differentially expressed or regulated enzymes in diabetes, thus helping
to prioritize variants for deeper exploration, and to identify novel
pharmacologic targets [69e71]. Moreover, the database of affected
fluxes that induce IR-related metabolic phenotypes can serve as a
resource to screen genomic variants for both causal and associated
variants.
In summary, we have developed an in silico model of muscle meta-
bolism that incorporates reciprocal modulation of lipid oxidation and
glucose uptake in order to model the fasted to fed transition. Using this
approach, we demonstrate several novel findings. First, while reduced
glucose uptake is a major hallmark of IR, model-based reductions in
either extracellular glucose availability or uptake do not alter metabolic
flexibility, and thus are not sufficient to fully recapitulate IR-linked
metabolism. Secondly, experimentally-reduced flux through single
reactions does not reproduce key features of IR-linked metabolism.
Finally, key metabolic phenotypes characteristic of human IR can be
recapitulated by experimental reductions in activity of flux through
pyruvate dehydrogenase, in combination with reductions in cellular
lipid availability (fatty acid transport) and/or lipid or amino acid
metabolism (ETFDH) (Figure 7A). The combined knockdowns also yield
additional metabolic phenotypes linked to IR, including reduced fatty
acid oxidation, increased incomplete fatty acid oxidation, and
decreased glycogen storage. Importantly, we also provide experi-
mental support for model predictions; reduced flux through PDH,
ETFDH, and the combination (PDH&ETFDH) reduce cellular ATP levels,
citrate synthase activity, and metabolic flexibility in cultured myocytes,
mirroring in silico predictions. PDH is also modulated at a transcrip-
tional level in humans with T2D, with decreased expression paralleling
IR, and by robust increases in the PDH inhibitory kinase PDK4 in both
isolated IR and T2D (Figure 6C).
Together, our findings suggest that metabolic phenotypes linked to IR
are not likely to arise from a single gene defect, but rather from
dysregulation of metabolic adaptations to energy/nutrient stress at
several key nodes. Disruption at these key nodes may contribute
mechanistically to the defective energy metabolism observed in IR
humans (Figure 7B). More broadly, our analysis illustrates how
computational approaches can be used to model subtle changes in
metabolism and also provides a valuable resource that can be queried
and expanded for further studies to identify novel candidate enzymes
and pathways for IR/T2D pathogenesis and treatment.
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